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THIS DAY IN REDS HISTORY 
 

1974-With Hank Aaron only needing one home run to tie Babe Ruth’s career record, Commission Bowie Kuhn requires the 

Braves to start Aaron in at least two of the team’s three season-opening games in Cincinnati 

 

MLB.COM 
 

Romano states case to make Reds' rotation 

Right-hander notches 7 K's in strong start against Mariners 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

12:05 AM ET 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. -- Reds right-hander Sal Romano is making a strong case in the battle for the fifth spot in the club's rotation. In 

a 5-2 loss to the Mariners on Saturday, Romano delivered his finest start of the spring. 

 

Over four scoreless innings, Romano allowed one hit and one walk to go with seven strikeouts. 

 

"It's a good day," Romano said. "I was able to mix up a three-pitch mix like I've been working on. The changeup wasn't there early, 

but towards the end, I just kept throwing it and throwing it. It came around." 

 

In the top of the second inning, lefty-hitting Mike Ford rolled a hit into left field against the shift for a double. Romano followed by 

giving up a walk to Guillermo Heredia, but he escaped when Heredia was caught stealing as Mike Marjama struck out. Gordon 

Beckham was called out on strikes to end the inning. 

 

All of Romano's outs came via strikeouts or ground balls. 

 

"I was working down," he said. "[Devin Mesoraco] worked really hard back there [behind the plate]. I was getting in on the righties 

and on the lefties, too. My breaking ball was pretty good today and I was able to put guys away with it." 

 

Through four spring starts, Romano has a 3.00 ERA. He is competing against several pitchers for a rotation spot -- including Robert 

Stephenson, Tyler Mahle, Michael Lorenzen and Amir Garrett. 

 

"Everybody has got a little bit of wiggle room anyway. It's hard to come down here and pitch perfect. But he has been aggressive," 

manager Bryan Price said of Romano. "He comes in and challenges hitters in the strike zone. He works ahead. He has a really good 

approach, getting right after hitters by competing in the strike zone early and making two-strike quality pitches to finish them off." 

 

Romano declined to say if he felt he earned a place in the big leagues with his performances. Last spring, he was one of the final 

cuts following a good spring. 

 

"That's not my call," Romano said. "I came in here with one goal and that's to go in the office on the last day, this time, and [them] 

telling me I'm going to Cincinnati. I'm just going to keep pitching and let it all play out the way it needs to." 

 

Hamilton still hitless 

Although he has walked five times and scored three runs this spring, Reds center fielder Billy Hamilton is 0-for-18 in his nine 

games. Price has mentioned multiple times that Hamilton received a lot of outside input and advice, and he needs to simplify his 

approach. 

 

"I think he just needs to hit with a clear head," Price said. 

 

Hamilton, who has a career on-base percentage of .298, was the Reds' leadoff hitter last season. But Price has not locked Hamilton 

in for that spot in 2018. 

 



"This whole spring, I knew coming in that that decision would be made late in camp on where he's best suited to help us," Price 

said. "I've got to make a decision about what's going to be the most productive for the club. 

 

"He could be hitting in a few different places considering we're going to be rotating outfielders over the course of the season." 

 

Mahle continues to impress 

During Friday's win against the Rangers, Mahle bounced back from a poor outing. Mahle pitched three innings with one earned run, 

one hit, no walks and two strikeouts. 

 

Over his first two innings, Mahle retired all six batters and demonstrated crisp command of his four-seam fastball throughout the 

game. 

 

"There's a deceptiveness in how late hitters are able to see it, find the release point and recognize spin and speed," Price said. "That 

makes a big difference, his ability to throttle speeds on the fastball with similar command. It's a really important part of pitching. I 

hate to call it a lost art, but you don't see as many pitchers that deviate from their maximum fastball by 10 mph. 

 

"You're seeing an 87 up there, there might be a 97 that follows the 87. That's feel and that's intent and understanding what he wants 

to have happen." 

 

Up next 

When the Reds play the Mariners again on Sunday at 4:05 p.m. ET in Peoria, Ariz., Brandon Finnegan will get the ball for his 

second Cactus League start. Watch it live on MLB.TV and MLB Network as rotation contender Michael Lorenzen is also scheduled 

to pitch. 

 

 

Reds prospect Senzel learning ropes at SS 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Mar. 10th, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. -- Saturday's 5-2 loss against the Mariners marked the sixth Cactus League game, and third start, at shortstop 

for Nick Senzel, ranked as the Reds' No. 1 prospect by MLB Pipeline. That doesn't count the time Senzel spent at the once relatively 

unfamiliar position before Spring Training and during camp workouts. 

 

Senzel played shortstop in high school and sometimes in college. But since he was the No. 2 overall pick in the 2016 MLB Draft, he 

only played third base professionally. With Eugenio Suarez currently locked in at third base for the Reds, Senzel has gotten time at 

both spots on the left side of the infield. 

 

"He's working hard," first base/infield coach Freddie Benavides said. "It's not something that's just going to happen overnight. Being 

a Major League shortstop is something that guys have been doing since they were young. There are still a lot of things involved with 

the footwork, places he needs to be. But from day one to where he is now, there's been lots of improvement." 

 

Benavides has been pleased about how Senzel has been willing to learn on the job. 

 

"Very coachable," Benavides said. "He's a sponge." 

 

Senzel, 22, has worked with both Benavides and Hall of Fame shortstop Barry Larkin this spring. Because the position requires 

more infield responsibility and movement, it's been tougher to make the shift from third base to shortstop than it would have been if 

Senzel started out as a pro shortstop and moved to third base like Suarez did a couple of years ago. 

 

However, Senzel felt like he's getting the hang of the position and has enjoyed the opportunity. 

 

"I feel like it's good. Every day is getting better. I will continue to keep working," said Senzel, who is ranked as the No. 7 overall 

prospect in baseball by MLB Pipeline. 

 

Against Seattle, Senzel displayed some acumen on a tough ground ball up the middle, robbing Taylor Motter of a hit in the third 

inning. Senzel went to his left and fielded the bouncing ball behind second base and threw to first while on the move for the out. 

 

Before Spring Training, the Reds initially planned to expose to Senzel to up to five positions in camp -- third base, shortstop, second 

base and both corner-outfield spots. That didn't materialize, however. 

 

"You can't do that. The game's not that easy to take a young man that's primarily been third base and move him all over the field," 

manager Bryan Price said. "We've primarily kept him on the left side of the infield." 



 

Senzel has also played three games at third base, including two starts. He's committed one fielding error this spring at shortstop and 

one throwing error at third base. 

 

"No matter what he does at shortstop here or during the season if he stays there, it will always help him if he has to go back to third 

base," Benavides said. "It's helping his footwork and his hands tremendously." 

 

The expectation has been that Senzel would likely begin the regular season at Triple-A Louisville. That's partially because of not 

wanting to start the service-time clock and buying an extra season of club control before free agency. Also, there isn't an open spot 

in the lineup. 

 

Jose Peraza is opening 2018 as the Reds' starting shortstop and will get the chance to prove himself. Price said the decision of where 

Senzel would play in the Minors would be a group determination among himself, general manager Dick Williams and player 

development director Jeff Graupe. 

 

"I think inevitably where the need is where he'll find the most work. That's yet to be defined completely," Price said. 

 

Senzel felt, if need be, he could step up and play shortstop in the Major Leagues right now. 

 

"I'm just learning the position. We've taken a lot of reps and I'm starting to get a lot more comfortable," Senzel said. "Especially the 

in-game reps, it's helped out a ton. The more reps I get, the more comfortable I feel out there." 

 

CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 
 

Mariners 5, Reds 2 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 10:56 p.m. ET March 10, 2018 | Updated 11:08 p.m. ET March 10, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — The Reds fell to the Seattle Mariners 5-2 Saturday night before a crowd of 6,302 at Goodyear Ballpark. 

David Hernandez and Wandy Peralta gave up five runs in the sixth.  

 

The game in three paragraphs: 

 

Right-hander Sal Romano had the best outing of the spring by a Reds starting pitcher. He went four one-hit, shutout innings. He 

walked one and struck out seven. Romano is the leader in the clubhouse for the fifth starter spot. He’s allowed four earned runs on 

eight hits in 12 innings. He’s walked two and struck out 14. Does he feel like he’s shown enough to earn a spot in the rotation? 

“That’s not my call,” he said. “I came in with one goal. That’s to go in the office on the last day and have them tell me I’m going to 

Cincinnati. I’m going to keep pitching and let it play out the way it needs to.”  

 

Devin Mesoraco hit his first home run of the spring, a two-run shot to left in the first. Mesoraco’s near-misses in the third got more 

attention. He came up with the bases-loaded; if he had hit a grand slam one fan would have won a car. He hit two balls out — both 

just foul — before flying into an 8-2 double play to end the inning. 

 

Nick Senzel made a really nice play at shortstop, cutting off a ball up the middle and making a strong throw to first. 

 

Up next 

 

The Reds go to Peoria to play the Mariners again Sunday. Left-hander Brandon Finnegan (0-0, 4.50 ERA) faces former Red right-

hander Mike Leake (0-1, 3.00) in a 4:10 p.m. game. The game is on 700-WLW and the MLB Network. 

 

 

Cincinnati Reds are in tough spot with Dilson Herrera because his injury has kept him from playing defense 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 9:08 a.m. ET March 11, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — Ideally to fit into the Reds’ plans this year, Dilson Herrera could play multiple positions. 

 

But, right now, Herrera can’t even play second base, his natural position. Herrera, 24, is still rehabbing from August right shoulder 

surgery. He’s able to hit. He has 15 at-bats as a pinch-hitter or designated hitter this spring.  

 

His shoulder is getting better.  



 

“It feels good,” he said. “It’s close to where I want to be. It’s feeling really good now. I’m doing all my throws. I’ve been  working 

hard on that. I think I’m close to being able to play on defense.” 

 

Herrera’s shoulder puts the Reds in the tough position. If he’s going to make the team, it’s going to be as an extra player. Scooter 

Gennett has taken ahold of the second base spot. It’s hard to carry an extra player who only plays one position.  

 

The hope was that Herrera’s shoulder would be far enough along that he could play some third base and left field. With only 13 

spring games left before the Reds break camp, they’ll be fortunate to get Herrera a handful of starts at second base. 

 

To complicate matters further, Herrera is out of options, so he can’t be sent to the minors without going through waivers.  

 

“It’s important year for me,” Herrera said. “I’ve been working hard, thinking about being 100 percent healthy and ready to go.” 

 

Herrera started the spring 1-for-11, but he had a three-hit game Wednesday. 

 

“I haven’t seen enough of what Dilson can do, not even close,” Reds manager Bryan Price said. “Not being able to defend, I think 

he’s trying to maximize his at bats. He’s putting a little too much pressure on himself. He has the opportunity. Everybody wants to 

impress but we all need to see him play defense. We are going to go as far as we can to get him healthy.” 

 

Herrera came to the Reds from the New York Mets in the Jay Bruce trade Aug. 1, 2016.  

 

The native of Colombia was signed by the Pittsburgh Pirates in 2010. He was traded to the Mets in 2013.  

 

He quickly become one of the Mets top prospects. He was their minor league player of the year in 2014, hitting a combined .323 

with 33 doubles, five triples, 13 home runs and 71 RBI in in stops at Single-A and Double-A.  

 

He made the big leagues that year as a 20-year-old.  

 

He entered the 2015 season as 46th rated prospect by Baseball America. He spent most of that year in the minors. But he did hit 

.211 with three home runs in 90 at-bats for the Mets. 

 

He spent all of 2016 in the minors.  

 

Last year was a lost season because of the shoulder. Herrera was limited to 68 games for Triple-A Louisville and hit a .264, his 

career-low in the minors. He was on the disabled list from June 22-29 and from July 21 till the end of the season. 

 

Herrera’s bat is what made him attractive to the Reds. The injury hasn’t affected Herrera’s hitting.  

 

“No, only throwing,” he said. 

 

And until he can throw, it’s hard to make a call on him.  

 

“It’s tough because we really like this kid,” Price said. “We know he can hit. We’d like to get him on the field to be able to help him 

defensively and evaluate him as a defensive player.” 

 

 

Cincinnati Reds catcher Tucker Barnhart is showing he can hit as well as play defense 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 6:35 p.m. ET March 10, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — Tucker Barnhart won the Reds' No. 1 catching job with his defense. 

 

Barnhart, in fact, last season became the first Reds catcher to win the Gold Glove since Johnny Bench. 

 

But Barnhart can swing the bat a bit, too. Not like Bench. Not even like Devin Mesoraco, who he supplanted as the starting catcher.  

 

Barnhart is coming off his best year at the plate in terms of average (.270), on-base percentage (.347) and slugging (.403).  

 

And he’s been the Reds' best hitter so far this spring. He’s hitting .412 with three home runs and seven RBI. 

 



“I feel like I’m getting a better position to hit than I been have in the past,” Barnhart said. “I’m trying to drive the ball a little more, 

not necessarily hit home runs. Just get in a good position to hit, so I can put my A swing on it.” 

 

Barnhart did not hit a home run his first two years in professional ball. His power is continuing to develop, without giving up 

average. He hit .252 in 2015, .257 in 2016 and .270 last year. 

 

“I’m definitely developing as a hitter,” he said. “My mindset has gotten better. I feel comfortable at the plate. I’m gaining history 

with guys that i’m facing on a consistent basis, learning what they’re going to do to me, learning what my plan is against those guys.  

 

“That allows my mind to be free and go out and compete. It’s a lot of different things rolled into one that have allowed me to grow 

as an offensive player.” 

 

Barnhart is a switch-hitter. He has always hit better left-handed. His career splits are .270/.204. But last year he hit a career-best 

.236 right-handed. Part of that was getting regular at-bats as a right-hander. 

 

Barnhart, 27, was confident his bat would come around.   

 

“Just being a defensive catcher was not what I thought I was going to be when it was all said and done,” he said. “I felt like I’ve 

always been able to hit. I think a lot of the success I’ve had last year was directly attributed to success I’ve had at the plate right-

handed. I’ve always throughout my career — minor leagues included — had success hitting left-handed.  

 

“My numbers would always take a hit because of my right-handed at-bats and the lack of success I was having.” 

 

 

Cincinnati Reds manager Bryan Price: Too many coaches can hinder Billy Hamilton 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 4:54 p.m. ET March 10, 2018 | Updated 6:18 p.m. ET March 10, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — The other day Billy Hamilton was hitting on the Field 1 at the Goodyear Complex. On the left side of the 

cage was Joe Morgan. On the right side of the cage was Lou Piniella. In back of the cage was Barry Larkin. And Billy Hatcher was 

throwing. 

 

That’s 7,708 hits of wisdom. 

 

And that may be too much.  

 

Hamilton has struggled so far in spring. He was hitless in 18 at-bats through Friday. Reds manager Bryan Price has issued 

something of a hands-off order to all the well-meaning advisers. 

 

“I think he just needs to hit with a clear head,” Price said. 

 

“He's had a lot of … he's getting a lot of information, a lot of people have worked with him early in camp and I think he's trying to 

find himself right now. 

 

“Right now, he's going to hit and just go out there and compete and simplify it. I think we're just trying to simplify right now, just 

let them go out there and compete, swing the bat and do what feels comfortable instead of trying to constantly tinker with his swing 

and fix him. Just get back to letting him be a baseball player again.” 

 

Price has said all along that Hamilton’s leadoff job is not guaranteed. That’s still the case, although Price has not eliminated 

Hamilton from consideration. 

 

“This whole spring I knew coming in that that decision would be made late in camp on where he's best suited to help us,” Price said. 

“I've got to make a decision about what's going to be the most productive for the club. 

 

“It will all shake out. With four outfielders, he can be hitting all over, realistically. He could be hitting in a few different places 

considering we're going to be rotating outfielders over the course of the season.” 

 

SENZEL AT SHORT? Price has had too small of a sample size to reach any conclusions on top prospect Nick Senzel at short. 

 

“Well, I wouldn't go that far as to say whether he's an everyday major-league shortstop defensively yet,” Price said. “But I don't 

think anyone would expect him to be considering it's not really been a focal position for him for a little bit. He's in the big leagues 

now, he's not playing in high school or college, so the position becomes more intricate. But what I have seen is improvement from 



the first time I've seen him take ground balls and balls off the bat to where he is in games right now. He's a really good instinctive 

player.”    

 

Price has been pleased with Senzel’s performance overall. 

 

“I just like him as a player,” Price said. “I’ve enjoyed him at third and at short. There’s a lot more that goes on at shortstop. There’s 

a lot more responsibility there. I think he has the makeup and the leadership qualities to play short. It’s defining on whether his 

footwork and hands work at that position. It’s really too short of a time period to define that for me."  

 

If Senzel doesn’t make the team, it’s still undecided what position he’ll play in the minors. 

 

“I think the thing with Nick is he’s looking for an opportunity to play,” Price said. “We came into this saying he’d get work in the 

outfield and all three infield positions. You can’t do that. The game’s not that easy to take a young man that’s primarily been third 

base and move him all over the field. We’ve primarily kept him on the left side of the infield. 

 

“I think inevitably where the need is is where he’ll find the most work. That’s yet to be defined completely.” 

 

MAHLE SHINES: Rookie right-hander Tyler Mahle threw three innings of one-hit ball in the Reds’ 6-3 win over Texas on Friday 

night. He’s allowed only five hits in 9 2/3 innings overall this spring. 

 

“There’s a deceptiveness in how late hitters are able to see it, find the release point and recognize spin and speed,” Price said. “That 

makes a big difference, his ability to throttle speeds on the fastball with similar command. 

 

“You don’t have as many pitchers that deviate from their maximum fastball by 10 mph. You’re seeing an 87 up there, there might 

be a 97 that follows the 87. That’s feel and that’s intent and understanding what he wants to have happen. So much of pitching is 

intent. What do you want to have happen when you throw the baseball? I don’t think his is that it needs to be missed. It just needs to 

be mis-hit.” 

 

THE ATHLETIC 
 

Helping Billy hit: Joe Morgan among those trying to get speedster on base 

By C. Trent Rosecrans 3h ago  

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. – Behind a batting cage at the Reds' complex earlier this spring stood the owners of a combined 9,256 career 

hits in Joe Morgan, Barry Larkin, Lou Piniella, Delino DeShields and Billy Hatcher. 

 

Inside, receiving instruction, was Reds center fielder Billy Hamilton. 

 

The assembled salon of swing was there in an attempt to help harness the potential of one of the game's fastest players. Entering his 

fifth full season in the big leagues, Hamilton has emerged as one of the game's most electrifying players, despite a sub-.300 on-base 

percentage for his career. 

 

If, the thinking goes, Hamilton can just get on base a little more, the Reds would score more runs. Blazing a trail 90 feet from first to 

home has been a repeated spring training theme throughout Hamilton's career, with varying degrees of success. 

 

That success has been fleeting through the first half of the 2018 Cactus League campaign, as Hamilton has gone hitless in his first 

18 at-bats and nine games for the Reds this spring. 

 

Even on scoreboards a fraction the size of those seen through the regular-season stadiums, the .000 by Hamilton's name is tough to 

overlook. 

 

“I know my stats aren't anywhere near where I want them to be, like, my hits are not there,” Hamilton said Saturday morning. “I feel 

like as a player, I know so much more now. I'm not worried about it. I think it's going to be good.” 

 

Hamilton has moved his hands and made some other changes to his swing and through the first eight games, he was thinking about 

all the tweaks even as he was playing in spring games. It was like an extension of the batting cage. He was working on himself, he 

said, rather than facing the pitcher. 

 

“I think he just needs to hit with a clear head,” Reds manager Bryan Price said. “He's had a lot of… he's getting a lot of information, 

a lot of people have worked with him early in camp and I think he's trying to find himself right now.” 

 



Entering Friday night's game, Hamilton said he changed his perspective – instead of bringing the cage to the field, he's going to trust 

what he did in the cage to carry over. 

 

“I feel like I've prepared myself for these two weeks of struggles, which have been absolutely terrible for me and I know it,” he said. 

“I know I can't play baseball thinking a lot, you've got to go play baseball.” 

 

That's not to say there isn't merit in what he's been doing. He believes in the changes. Perhaps the biggest is a renewed focus on 

bunting. 

 

This, again, isn't anything new. This time, however, he has made some changes in his approach as a direct result of his time with 

Morgan. 

 

Morgan came into camp with an iPad full of video to show Hamilton. The takeaway from video of all his bunts was that some of his 

best bunts were his sacrifices, and even in those situations, he'd nearly beaten them out. When Hamilton wasn't trying to bunt for a 

hit, Morgan showed him, he was much better at getting down those bunts. When he was bunting for a hit, he was trying to run to 

first before he actually bunted the ball. 

 

“Even though you're a step closer, you have a terrible bunt, you're still going to be out,” Hamilton recalled Morgan telling him. 

 

So, for probably the first time in his life, Hamilton's concentrated on slowing down. 

 

“I remember thinking that I've really got to slow down, it helps me with hitting, too,” Hamilton said. “Being slow and everything, 

not trying to rush up. I feel good, I think it's going to be good for me.” 

 

Hamilton was 0-for-2 on Friday with a walk, his fifth of the spring against six strikeouts. One of his two outs was a bunt attempt 

back to the pitcher. Again, the results weren't there, but for the first time all spring, he was able to let go and just play. 

 

“I think we're just trying to simplify right now, just let them go out there and compete, swing the bat and do what feels comfortable 

instead of trying to constantly tinker with his swing and 'fix' him,” Price said. “Just get back to letting him be a baseball player 

again.” 

 

 

Rosecrans: Reds mid-spring report and roster projection 

By C. Trent Rosecrans Mar 10, 2018     

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — Friday night's game against the Rangers was the Reds' 15th of 29 games in the Cactus League and 31 

exhibition games during the spring, so it's about the half-way point. 

 

So, The Athletic decided to take a mid-spring look at where the Reds stand, as well as take a stab at the Opening Day 25-man roster. 

 

It's been a pretty low-key camp, considering the biggest storylines thus far have been the signing of veterans to minor-league deals 

(Cliff Pennington, Ben Revere, Oliver Pérez) and a finger injury that cost Billy Hamilton all of one day. 

 

Biggest surprise: Considering what we saw from Amir Garrett in the first month of last season, it shouldn't be too big of a surprise 

that he's been one of the standout pitchers of the spring. However, the fact that he wasn't among the four names (Sal Romano, 

Robert Stephenson, Michael Lorenzen, Tyler Mahle) mentioned for the fifth starter's spot when camp opened, he qualifies as a 

surprise. 

 

Bryan Price has gone out of his way several times this spring to compliment Garrett – not just his results, but his attitude and 

readiness to compete for a job. 

 

Biggest disappointment: Here we are on March 10 and Billy Hamilton doesn't have a hit. 

 

You don't read too much into spring statistics, but it's still a concern when there was a question coming into camp of whether he 

should or could stay atop the lineup. Note, there should be an asterisk on the no-hit thing since there was a questionable scoring call 

in a game against the Brewers where the first baseman was charged with an error. But even that change would give him a .056 

batting average on the spring. 

 

If you want a bright spot, though, you can find one in that he has nearly as many walks (5) as strikeouts (6). 

 

Also of note, Joey Votto has just one hit in 17 at-bats. Votto's regular-season track record is a bit better than, well, anyone else's, so 

there is zero reason to worry about him. 



 

Senzel watch: Probably the most interesting story of spring thus far has been the team's experiment with top prospect Nick Senzel 

playing shortstop. 

 

Let's start here – it's unlikely that Senzel winds up at short full-time. The ability to play short would be more of a bonus than a plan. 

 

So how has he looked? It's hard to say. He hasn't stood out, so at this point, that's a good thing. Defensive evaluation, for the most 

part, takes a lot more time than what can be seen in limited Cactus League play. 

 

Roster guess 

Starting lineup (9*): C Tucker Barnhart, 1B Joey Votto, 2B Scooter Gennett, 3B Eugenio Suárez, SS José Peraza, OF Scott 

Schebler, OF Billy Hamilton, OF Jesse Winker, OF Adam Duvall 

 

* Price has said he'll use four outfielders in a rotation, so instead of signal one as a starter, we'll have one more here and just assume 

one of the four will be on the bench every day. 

 

There were no real battles, other than the outfield, coming into camp and no real reason to change that. 

 

Bench (4): C Devin Mesoraco, 2B Dilson Herrera, IF Cliff Pennington, OF Patrick Kivlehan 

 

This is technically a five-man bench, something Price has said he favors, but my accounting above of the outfield situation leaves 

the four here. 

 

Herrera, if healthy, makes the team because he is out of options. He has dealt with some shoulder soreness this spring, so he could 

start the season on the disabled list. If not, there's still enough potential there to keep him. Pennington is the only true shortstop in 

camp behind Peraza, so he has a good shot. 

 

The backup outfield spot could go to Kivlehan, Ben Revere or Phillip Ervin. Kivlehan gets the edge here because he is a true backup 

outfielder knows that going in. Ervin could play more at Triple-A. 

 

The team could also go with an eight-man bullpen, meaning there could be a hard decision with Herrera. Kivlehan can play the 

corner infield and outfield spots, and versatility is even more important with a short bench. 

 

Starting rotation (5): RHP Anthony DeSclafani, RHP Homer Bailey, RHP Luis Castillo, LHP Brandon Finnegan, RHP Sal Romano. 

 

There were four pitchers that Price mentioned at the start of camp for the fifth spot. There hasn't been much change there, so I'm 

going with chalk and Romano, who seemed to have the inside edge based on his performance at the end of the 2017 season. 

 

Bullpen (7): RHP Raisel Iglesias, RHP Michael Lorenzen, RHP Jared Hughes, RHP David Hernandez, LHP Wandy Peralta, LHP 

Amir Garrett, RHP Kevin Shackelford. 

 

Iglesias is the team's closer and with two big-league deals handed out in the offseason, Price will have more ways to get to him. 

Lorenzen hasn't pitched particularly well this spring in his hopes of making the rotation, but he's had success out of the bullpen in 

his career, so that's an easy move. 

 

The only real surprise here would be Garrett. It may be better for him to start the season in the rotation in Louisville and be ready to 

come up to join the Reds' rotation as soon as he's needed, but the way he's performed in spring so far may be rewarded with a spot 

on the Opening Day roster. 

 

Transactions 
 

03/10/18  

CF Trey Martin assigned to Chicago Cubs. 

OF Chris Pieters assigned to Chicago Cubs. 

IF Andruw Monasterio assigned to Chicago Cubs. 

RHP Jake Stinnett assigned to Chicago Cubs. 

Kansas City Royals placed RF Jorge Bonifacio on the restricted list. 

RHP Ricardo Pinto assigned to Lehigh Valley IronPigs from Philadelphia Phillies. 

Toronto Blue Jays optioned 1B Rowdy Tellez to Buffalo Bisons. 

Tampa Bay Rays optioned RHP Brent Honeywell to Durham Bulls. 

Seattle Mariners released RHP Tony Zych. 



RHP Ian Hamilton assigned to Chicago White Sox. 

New York Yankees optioned RHP Domingo Acevedo to Trenton Thunder. 

Seattle Mariners optioned RHP Nick Rumbelow to Tacoma Rainiers. 

Seattle Mariners optioned RHP Andrew Moore to Tacoma Rainiers. 

LF Tyler Goeddel assigned to Cincinnati Reds. 

1B D.J. Peterson assigned to Cincinnati Reds. 

3B Michael Brosseau assigned to Tampa Bay Rays. 

CF Manuel Melendez assigned to Colorado Rockies. 

Texas Rangers signed free agent 2B Luis Mendez to a minor league contract. 

C Roberto Pena assigned to Tampa Bay Rays. 

LF LeDarious Clark assigned to Texas Rangers. 

RF Franklin Rollin assigned to Texas Rangers. 

C Ricardo Valencia assigned to Texas Rangers. 

Arizona Diamondbacks optioned Jared Miller to Reno Aces. 

Arizona Diamondbacks optioned Jake Barrett to Reno Aces. 

CF Caleb Gindl assigned to San Francisco Giants. 

2B T.J. Bennett assigned to San Francisco Giants. 

LF Daniel Carbonell assigned to San Francisco Giants. 

3B Juan Ciriaco assigned to San Francisco Giants. 

IF Austin Upshaw assigned to Chicago Cubs. 

Kansas City Royals signed 3B Mike Moustakas. 

Los Angeles Angels optioned Jaime Barria to Salt Lake Bees. 

RHP Sean Isaac assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

OF Jordan Serena assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

OF Brendon Sanger assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

C Keinner Pina assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

1B Jared Walsh assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

Colorado Rockies optioned CF Yonathan Daza to Hartford Yard Goats. 

Colorado Rockies optioned C Chris Rabago to Hartford Yard Goats. 

Colorado Rockies optioned RHP Jesus Tinoco to Hartford Yard Goats. 

Colorado Rockies optioned RHP Zach Jemiola to Albuquerque Isotopes. 

C Jean Ramirez assigned to Tampa Bay Rays. 

CF Jared Oliva assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

CF Elvis Escobar assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

2B Kevin Mahala assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

3B Ke'Bryan Hayes assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

DH Jordan George assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

2B Trae Arbet assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

RHP Mitch Brown assigned to Cleveland Indians. 

RHP Matt Pobereyko assigned to New York Mets. 

RHP Matt Blackham assigned to New York Mets. 

3B Emilio Guerrero assigned to Toronto Blue Jays. 

CF Casey Hughston assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

3B Will Craig assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

3B Dylan Busby assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

LHP Cameron Bishop assigned to Baltimore Orioles. 

OF Eddy Martinez assigned to Chicago Cubs. 

  

 


